OpenJS Foundation’s Trademarks

The OpenJS Foundation’s Trademark Usage Guidelines can be found at https://trademark-usage.openjsf.org. The current version of this trademark list can be found at https://trademark-list.openjsf.org.

Word Marks

The OpenJS Foundation has the following registered trademarks in the United States and/or other countries:

- Appium ®
- Appiumconf ®
- Electron ®
- ESLint ®
- Globalize ®
- jQuery ®
- jQuery Mobile ®
- jQuery UI ®
- JS Foundation ®
- Lodash ®
- Moment.js ®
- Node-RED ®
- QUnit ®
- RequireJS ®
- Sizzle ®
- Sonarwhal ®
- Webpack ®
- Write Less, Do More ®

The OpenJS Foundation has registrations pending or trademarks in use for the following marks in the United States and/or other countries:

- AMP ™
- Architect ™
- Chassis ™
- Dojo Toolkit ™
- Esprima ™
- Fastify ™
- Grunt ™
- HospitalRun ™
Logo Marks

In addition, the OpenJS Foundation and its projects have visual logo trademarks in use and you must comply with any visual guidelines or additional requirements that may be included on the OpenJS Foundation’s or the applicable project’s site.

The OpenJS Foundation has registered trademarks for the following logo marks in the United States and/or other countries:

- Appium Logo. US Reg. #5329685
- Electron Logo. US Reg. #6059038
- ESLint Logo. US Reg. #5376005
- Globalize Logo. US Reg. #5184729
- jQuery Logo. US Reg. #4764564
- jQuery Mobile Logo. US Reg. #4772527
- jQuery UI Logo. US Reg. #4772526
- JS Foundation Logo. US Reg. #5247752
- JS Foundation Hex Logo. US Reg. #5318322
- Lodash Logo. US Reg. #5418811
- QUnit Logo. US Reg. #4772529
- RequireJS Logo. US Reg. #5184785
- Sizzle Logo. US Reg. #4798482
- Webpack Logo. US Reg. #5339474

The OpenJS Foundation also has registrations pending or trademarks in use for the following logo marks in the United States and/or other countries:

- AMP Logo™
- Architect Logo™
- Chassis Logo™
- Dojo Toolkit Logo™
- Esprima Logo™
- Fastify Logo™
Licensed Marks

The OpenJS Foundation also has a perpetual license to use the "Node.js" word trademark, the “node[hex]js” graphic trademark, and the “js[hex]” trademark, and any combined or derivative marks developed in accordance with that license, including the marks set forth below. The Node.js related trademarks are owned by Joyent, Inc., who acts as a steward for the Node.js word marks and logos. When you use a Node.js mark outside of the Foundation, please include the following notice:

“Node.js is a trademark of Joyent, Inc. and is used with its permission. We are not endorsed by or affiliated with Joyent.”

These marks include:

- Node.js. US Reg. #5731344
- Node.js Logo in color. US Reg. #4578939
- JS Hexagon Logo ™
- Node.js Interactive Logo ™
- Node.js Interactive Portland 2015 Logo ™
- Node.js Logo (vertical) Logo ™
- Node.js (vertical) Live Logo ™
- Node.js (vertical) Interactive Logo ™